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Photon Energy Group delivers solar energy and clean water solutions worldwide. Working in the 

renewable energy arena for 15 years, we continue to expand and are adding new business lines, markets 

and positions to our team. 

We are a team of over 250 employees worldwide, spread across offices in Prague, Sydney, Warsaw, 

Budapest, Bucharest, Lodz, Amsterdam, etc. Not only do we believe in the potential of clean energy 

solutions, but we also live by these principles at work and in our employee community. As a public company, 

Photon Energy Group is transparent in its regular reports to the stock market and open to new suggestions 

from both employees and investors. 

For more information, see photonenergy.com. 

To strengthen our team, we are looking to fill the following position based in our Bucharest office: 

Construction Site Manager 

 

Responsibilities 

► Cooperation with construction project managers, subcontractors and other departments within 

Photon Energy Group 

► Organising facilities on project sites (geodetical surveys, containers, guards, Toi Tois, waste 

management) 

► Organising civil works on sites (access and inner road execution, fencing, grass cutting, etc.) 

► Receiving delivered materials, signing CMRs, conducting quality checks, preparing and tracking 

stock reports.  

► Supervising construction sites and coordination with subcontractors 

► Control and acceptance of work provided by subcontractors 

► Processing lists of required work, approval of measurement reports 

► Keeping a daily construction diary, preparing weekly site reports 

► Ensuring that project work remains on schedule  

► Communication with construction supervisors 

► Conducting onsite safety inspections 

► Maintaining quality control procedures 

► Finding ways to prevent problems and resolve issues as they arise 

► Helping to negotiate contracts and secure permits and licenses. 

 

Qualifications and Experience 

► High voltage / low voltage electrical education is a strong advantage  

► At least 2 years of experience in construction, work in the renewable energy field is a strong 

advantage 

► Experience with cargo handling, delivery and onsite control 

http://www.photonenergy.com/
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► Good working knowledge of MS Office, especially Excel, Word, PowerPoint; familiarity with 

AutoCAD is an advantage 

► Good understanding of technical documentation (construction and electrical) 

► Familiarity with electrotechnical standards 

► Basic knowledge of health and safety processes and with keeping a construction diary 

► Romanian language (fluent) and English (at least B1) 

► Strong organisational and communication skills 

► Category B driving license, willingness to travel around Romania 

► Independence, flexibility, creativity, strong performance and the ability to work well as part of a 

team 

 

Our Offer 

► Full-time employment with a contract for 2 years and the possibility of extension 

► An interesting job at a fast-growing global organisation in the promising field of renewable energy  

► Remuneration according to experience and skills 

► Personal and professional development courses  

► 21 days of paid holiday 

► One CSR day for charitable activity 

► Laptop and mobile phone 

►  Private healthcare package 

 

If you are interested in the position and fulfil the above requirements, please send your CV in English with 

a recent photograph to careers@photonenergy.com. 

 

Working location:  Bucharest or Western Romania 

Type of employment:  Full-time 

Length of contract:   2 years with possibility of prolongation 

Required education:  University degree  

Required languages: Romanian (fluent), English (B1) 

Benefits:  21 days of holiday, 1 CSR day, laptop, mobile phone, private healthcare 

package  
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